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VOLUME XIV NUMBER 5 
NEWS 
FOUNDED BRYN MAVR COLLEGE NOVEMBER 30,1992 
Guinea pigs in our own dining hall: the Psych 104 experiment 
By Erika Mcnchrod 
I was intrigued.         
Instead of the usual table tentdiscourse 
concerning special dinners and meetings, 
I was being told, "Don't take more than 
you can eat." I was intrigued. Was this a 
continuation of the plea to reduce napkin 
waste? 
This seemed brasher, more of a com- 
mand than a request. I decided to inves- 
tigate. It turned out that the table tents 
were signed "Psychology 104," so I de- 
cided to approach a member of the said 
class and ask what it was all about. 
Strangely enough there just happened 
to be a member of the class sitting unob- 
trusively by the trash cans in Erdman, 
clipboard in hand. She slyly avoided my 
inquiries as to her presence and cleverly 
let me answer my own question, which I 
did obligingly. An experiment, perhaps? 
The course guide revealed the title of 
Psych 104: Behavior Modification. 
Hmmmm. 
Professor Yarczower, who teaches 
Psychology 104, assured me that it was 
merely data collection. It wasn't an ex- 
periment at all. 
The table tents and signs in the dining 
halls are just one facet of this data collec- 
tion exercise, according to Professor 
Yarczower. The first step for psychology 
students was to individually observe 
various people i n various situations. Then 
they went to the Thome School and 
observed in pairs, comparing their ob- 
servations to check objectivity. Thus, they 
learned how difficult it is to accurately 
measure social behavior. 
With that in mind, the students of 
Behavior Modification collectively de- 
cided on a larger project involving first 
observing people in a natural setting. 
and then observing them again after al- 
tering the setting somewhat. There were 
many behaviors that they were inter- 
ested in studying, from respecting quiet 
hours to reading mailbox stuffers. Based 
on what they had learned thus far, they 
felt that they could study food waste in 
the dining halls. 
The psychology students cleared 
things with Dining Services beforehand 
toavoid misunderstandings with the em- 
ployees. They decided 
on signs and messages 
to "alter" the environ- 
ment, and chose a 
method of quantifying 
their data. 
The scoring system 
was based on portions 
thrown away per plate. 
In order to keep the en- 
vironment as "natural" 
as possible, the class could not explain to 
the college community what they were 
doing. The lack of explanation gave rise 
to various misunderstandings and con- 
cerns from the community that have not 
yet been directly addressed by the psy- 
chology class. 
The strongest objection that was made 
about the project was about a certain sign 
in Erdman that did not follow the pre- 
scribed format of "Don't take more than 
you will eat." The sign evoked memories 
of parents forcing children to clean their 
plates, regardless of whether they were 
full. People found that offensive and 
insensitive to the trauma that those par- 
ents' attitudes caused in so many chil- 
dren who now have eating disorders. 
The sign was promptly taken down in 
response to the many napkin notes, but 
as far as I know, there wasn't an apology 
or explanation either through the napkin 
"...should any group be 
conducting any sort of 
observation project, 
involving application 
of ideas from behavior 
modification theories, 
without the consent of 
their subjects?" 
board or some other venue. 
There were and are other concerns 
that have been voiced by members of the 
community. One is the secrecy around 
any such experiment (for lack of a better 
word—sorry Prof. Yarczower), which is, 
unfortunately, necessary for any data to 
accurately reflect the subjects in their 
natural settings. 
Professor Yarczower mentioned the 
apprehension many people have about 
being studied by a psy- 
chologist or student of 
psychology, what I call 
the psychologists-as- 
psychics myth. There is 
sometimes a feeling or 
even a fear that some- 
how "they" will be able 
to find out too much by 
just watching one'seve- 
ryday activities. 
someone penned on one of the signs, 
"Don't be a lab rat," inciting thoughts of 
manipulation a la Clockwork Orange. 
Some students wondered exactly who 
was conducting/directing the data col- 
lection. It didn't seem to be clear enough 
whether it was Psychology 104 as a whole, 
the class under the direction of Professor 
Yarczower, or individual students. They 
worried that perhaps the "experiment" 
was not being conducted under proper 
scientific guidelines. }- 
One woman said that she threw away 
most of her food that night and at various 
meals prior not because the signs had or 
had not had an effect on her, but rather 
because. The food was gross tonight." 
A lot of food waste is probably a result of 
the student not being able to taste a small 
amount of a dish before committing 
herself to an entire portion of, say, egg- 
plant scrapple supreme a la mode. 
I mentioned to Professor Yarczower 
that some students would have liked to 
have had some reassurance that the 
psychology class was being scientifically 
correct. He responded that he thought it 
was great if students cared about such 
accuracy. Somehow he seemed rather 
skeptical about whether people were 
actually concerned with the legitimacy 
of the data being collected. 
All of this "controversy" seems to be 
leading up to one question: should any 
group of people be conducting any sort 
of observation project involving applica- 
tion of ideas from behavior modification 
theories, without the consent of their 
subjects? 
Yarczower maintains that anonymity 
is key in preserving the integrity of an 
experiment. Someone is always going to 
be uncomfortable being watched doing 
anything, he says, but the dining halls 
are public spaces and, therefore, a legiti- 
mate place to observe people in an ethi- 
cal and professional way. 
I asked a student in Psychology 104 if 
she had a comment for the News about 
her project. Her response? "No, hell no." 
Another case of police brutality 
By Ellen Sweeney 
On 16 November, in Detroit, Michi- 
gan, two officers' were charged with sec- 
ond degree murder for beating to death 
an African-American motorist. Malice 
Green. The two officers, Larry Nevers 
and Walter Budzyn, could possibly face 
life in prison if convicted (New York 
Times, 17 November, 1992, p.Al). 
It is rare for officers to be charged with 
murder in such cases. However, since 
the Rodney King verdict and the riots 
that followed, the city government and 
the police department, in Detroit at least, 
have learned they can no longer ignore 
cases of police brutality. 
Detroit officials stressed that the beat- 
ing was not racially motivated. They 
pointed out that one of the officers 
charged is African-American. The offi- 
cer, Sgt. Freddie Douglas, a nineteen year 
veteran, has been charged with involun- 
tary manslaughter and willful neglect of 
duty. He faces up to fifteen years in jail if 
convicted. The six other officers present 
at the beating were white (New York 
Times, 17 November 1992, Al). 
Robert limnau, the fourth officer 
charged, is accused of aggravated as- 
sault. He faces up to ten years in jail. All 
four officers pleaded not guilty. The three 
other officers present at the beating were 
not charged because of insufficient evi- 
dence (NYT, 17 Nov. 92, Al). 
The incident began on 5 November 
when Officers Nevers and Budzyn fol- 
lowed Malice Green's car to a boarded - 
up beauty parlor, which they believed to 
be a crack house. They requested that 
Mr. Green pull over and show them his 
driver's license and car registration. The 
officers were dressed in street clothes. 
When Mr. Green reached toward the 
glove compartment with a clenched fist, 
the officers told him to show them what 
he had in his hand. Mr. Green refused 
and the officers began beating his fist 
with their metal police flashlights. The 
officers began to beat him on the head. In 
doing so, the officers killed Mr. Green 
(NYT, 17 Nov. 92, B10). 
The murder was reported on the front 
pages of Detroit newspapers for days 
afterwards. It took two weeks for the 
charges of murder to be filed against the 
officers, and for the story to be reported 
nationwide. 
Student-run courses at BMC? 
By Amy Weisman 
Democratic education. Marvelous, 
fabulous, terrific, was thecry. Power. We 
will claim our differences, explode them, 
nurture them, love them, hate them. Move 
with them. We will take our difference 
into the classroom and nameit ourselves. 
Student facing student. Negotiating, not 
imparting, knowledge. Vietnam. Free 
Speech. El Movimientode la Raza.Haight 
Ashbury. ADM. Black Panthers. The Dead. 
So went the 60** in Berkeley, CA. 
But ideas/ideals unleashed onto the 
world take on their own lives, and their 
survival is dependent upon the open- 
ness of their vision and the expansive- 
ness of thefa-adMng. Students grew and 
were replaced. Time eclipsed someof the 
boundary crossing. But time has not 
eroded the demands of students to locate 
the gaps, fill in the voices excluded from 
those knowledge-producing institutions 
that re-present and re-produce the vio- 
lence of the status quo. Democratic edu- 
cation survived— but only through 
struggle. And it will remain only through 
continued vigilance, continued facilita- 
tion of our own educations. 
Stud ent -run (i.e. facilitated, developed, 
administered and taught) courses are a 
viable, validated option at UC Berkeley. 
Student-run courses have always been a 
part of life on Berkeley's campus. Now, 
largely due to the creativity and activism 
MeStmdttrt-nmcotme**tBMC,pg.5 
iversity: curricular and otherwise 
see centerspread on pages four and five 
\.< 
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Enough is enough, says the photo editor 
Dear College News readers, 
You may have noticed a decline in 
the number of photographs in recent 
issues. Well, I've had it. I'm not going to 
sit on the floor of a hot and stuffy un- 
ventilated "darkroom" and inhale dan- 
gerous, smelly chemicals for three hours. 
After repeated polite requests stress- 
ing the importance of the situation. Fa- 
cilities Services has still not installed a 
light-tight ventilation fan into the College 
News Darkroom. 
Please understand, this is not a trivial 
issue. It is possible to make do without 
furniture and decent equipment (as we 
have been doing), but proper ventilation 
is integral. The chemicals are not fatally 
toxic, but are definitely not safe or pleas- 
ant to inhale. All of the bottles warn 
against inhalation. 
Fixer, a chemical used to clean extra 
emulsion off the prints and fix the image 
so that the lights can be turned on, causes 
hallucinations. Other chemicals can cause 
headaches and light-headedness. Long 
term effects of photography chemicals 
are actually not known. I've been a fool 
to put up with no ventilation for this 
long! 
Especially with the current safety of 
air-quality concerns in Thomas, I would 
have thought that Facilities Services 
would have attended to the matter 
sooner, but I was mistaken. I'm sure that 
they are as busy as they say, and I'm sure 
that the staff does care about the well- 
being of the students, but I have been 
waiting for two months. 
I love photography and the College 
News, but I can not compromise my health 
any longer. So, until the matter is taken 
care of, there will be no more photo- 
graphs. Perhaps there will be a photo 
page in a later issue of all of the "lost" 
photographs. 
There has been extremely interesting 
stuff going on lately and it is a shame to 
not have it shown. I would appreciate it 
if you would join me in continuing to 
politely harass Facilities Services. Here's 
the number: x7427— ask for Don Cardy 
or Germaine Meilach. 
Also, If you have any suggestions, 
requests,comments, etc., call meat x7522. 
Submissions of photographs are more 
than welcome; however, what eventu- 
ally gets chosen for each issue is the 
ultimate choice of the editors. If you 
would like to be a member of the photog- 
raphy staff for next semester, please get 
in touch with me as well. 
Sincerely, 
Amy Cavelier 
Photo-Editor-in-Limbo 
'••NOTABLES" 
COURTESY OF THE OFFICE OF 
PUBLIC INFORMATION 
"The Cabinet Guessing Game": 
The experts (?) at The Wall Street Journal [Thu, Nov. 5 
'92] have compiled a list of possible appointees to the 
Clinton-Gore Administration. One of their predictions is 
Alice Rivlin (Class of'52), former head of the Congres- 
sional Budget Office, to be assigned to the Office of 
Management and Budget. 
"10 reasons to attend a boy-free institution": 
Sassy sez, "Women's colleges are unnervingly 
successful: ...only three percent of all female college 
graduates went to women's colleges. Yet 42% of the 
women in Congress and 35% of the female board mem- 
bers of the most powerful companies in America did." 
Hmmmm  
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Editorial Board 
Photography 
Graphics 
Thanks for 
helping us get 
thru layout: 
NadineAllaf 
c-7,649-5098 
anujain 
c-166, x5560 
Smriti Belbase, Laura Brower, 
Miriam Cope, Christine 
Hufschmid, Elizabeth Lyzenga, 
Erika Merschrod, 
Lourdes-marie Prophete, Julia 
Rivellino, Ranya Sinweil 
Editor: Amy Cavelier 
Editor: Monica Farrow 
Van Morrison, Depeche Mode, 
Tchaikovsky, The Cure, U2, 
Sinead O'connor, The Doors, 
Ravel, and most of all— STING 
Our next deadline is much too far in the future for us to predict. Anyone 
interested in working on the editorial staff next semester should contact 
Laura Brower or Erika Merschrod, through Box c-1716. The Ed Board 
meets on Thursday nights at 9:00 p.m. in the Denbigh News Office. All 
submissions should be on a Mac disk.We will accept articles written by 
women and letters from men. All opinions expressed in articles and letters 
are those of the authors only and are not representative of the opinions of 
the Ed board. 
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE: The College News is a feminist 
newsjournal which serves as a source of information and 
self-expression for the Bryn Mawr community. Recognizing that 
feminism is a collective process, we attempt to explore issues of 
interest to all women, both as members of this college and of the 
larger world community. Through this continuing dialogue, we 
seek to promote communication and understanding and to foster 
self-confidence and independence in expression. 
Editors' note 
This is it— the last issue of the semester. This issue's 
size is concrete evidence that the semester is coming to 
a close and that an 'end of the semester crunch' exists 
(after all, we do rely on the community for articles). 
However, this is not merely an-end-of-semester 
issue, it is also the last issue under 'present manage- 
ment/As of next semester, The College News will have 
two brand new editors: 
Erika Merschrod and Laura Brower. 
Hopefully, you've enjoyed The College News over 
the past year. For that time, we have lived and breathed 
this paper. It has been, for us, a manifestation of the 
thinking and learning that goes on in this community 
outside of the classroom. Although the endeavor has 
not always been as successful as we all might have 
hoped, every issue has tested our mettle and has been an 
opportunity to be grounded in something real and 
meaningful. It has been an important process of learn- 
ing to listen to many voices and being exposed to the 
variety of views held by our fellow students. 
Despite all of the overwhelming work and what 
seemed sometimes a thankless job, we both agree it has 
definitely been worth it. From our beginning with Ellen 
Sweeney, who was not able to work on the paper this 
semester, we as Editors have always gained a great 
sense of satisfaction from delving into the world of The 
College News, seedy and surreal as it sometimes gets. 
We want to thank all of those who have offered 
a helping hand in our many times of needs, as well as 
all of our friends who have been dragged into the proc- 
ess of putting the paper to bed— with or without a 
great desire to be involved. 
So, now we bid you and the paper Adieu, taking our 
leave with fond memories... 
A program for rape survivors 
To the community: 
It has always astounded me that there 
is such a lack of information shared on 
this campus on sexual assault and the 
resources provided for survivors. Al- 
though the peer ed group, RAP (Rape 
Awareness Project) attempts to educate 
and inform the students here and help to 
refer them to the proper organizations 
for the care and support of women who 
have suffered such assaults, it often feels 
as if too many people are being left alone 
and unaided. 
It has recently been pointed out to me 
that there is a program readily available 
to Bryn Mawr students in need of coun- 
seling and /or a sensitive guide to the 
healing process. I want to share the infor- 
mation with all of the women on this 
campus, so that anyone who needs or 
wants to can take advantage of this op- 
portunity for treatment of the kind of 
post-traumatic anxiety that many survi- 
vors face. All of my information is taken 
from a brochure for the program. 
The Center for the Treat- 
tionally traumatic event. 
Ninety-four percent of rape 
survivors have the symptoms 
of PTSD; the immediate and 
long-term symptoms include: 
•Re-experience of the trau- 
matic event, such as flash- 
backs, nightmares, and intense 
emotional distress when re- 
minded of the trauma, 
•Numbness of Emotion and 
Avoidance of thoughts and 
situations associated with the 
trauma, loss of interest in ac- 
tivities, feelings of detachment 
from others, and feelings of an 
inability to experience strong 
emotions, 
•Emotional   Arousal,which 
causes difficulty in falling or 
ment and Study of Anxiety at staying asleep, irritability or 
the Medical College Hospitals bursts of anger, a tendency to 
in Philadelphia offers a free   be easily startled and may 
program for women who: 
•are between 18 (or soon-to- 
be-18) and 65, 
•have experienced a sexual or 
non-sexual assault, and 
•are experiencing the symp- 
toms of PTSD three months or 
more after being assaulted. 
PTSD is Post-Traumatic 
Stress Disorder, a condition 
that often develops after a per- 
son has experienced an excep- 
manifest itself in physical re- 
actions (i.e. racing heart) when 
reminded of the trauma. 
To inquire about the proce- 
dure for taking part in the 
"state-of-the-art" treatment 
program at MCH, which is 
easily accesible from BMC, 
please contact Dr. Constance 
Dancu at 842-4010. 
There is help out there for 
those who need it.     —anu jain 
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The morality and philosophy 
of self-paced lying, for credit 
By Julia Rivellino 
"Well, I walked through New York 
City all summer...that's more than the 
amount of self-paced walking I would 
have to do this semester...it's just at a 
different time than this quarter, but it 
counts." 
Sound familiar? Anyone who has done 
self-paced anything has at some time 
thought, "Well, I don't want to walk 
down to the gym this weekend— I'll just 
write down now that I'm running/bik- 
ing/walking Saturday," and then got 
caught up in something else and not 
actually run/biked/walked. One of the 
top ten excuses is, "I spent seven hours 
walking through the Gallery Christmas 
shopping today...that has to count for 20 
minutes of jumping rope!" 
In an interesting conversation in the 
College News office, we discussed self- 
paced gym credits and the extraordinary 
lengths to which people will go to justify 
their non-exercise. Naturally, sometimes 
there are legitimate complaints about the 
treatment we receive at SchwartzGym— 
our illnesses are not forgiven, we have to 
do every single session without fail, and 
the pool has fewer hours than we would 
like. 
But really, the justification of self-paced 
biking/ swimming/jogging etc.—some- 
times called 'self-paced lying'— makes 
me laugh. 
My favorite one is, "I was so honest— 
I wrote down that I missed a session, and 
where did that get me? Now I'm a senior 
with five gym credits left to do!" Tru 
implication is, "I should be rewarded for 
my honesty, not punished. I follow the 
honor code and make myself vulnerable 
and I get a stake through my heart!" 
Well, be that as it may, self-paced gym 
does not give you credit for telling the 
truth, it gives you credit for fulfilling P.E. 
requirements. And, as anu jain pointed 
out, if you take on the responsibility of 
self-paced gym (or, really, anything else) 
and don't fulfill that responsibility, then 
naturally, you should deal with the re- 
percussions, not expect to beexempt from 
them simply because you were honest. 
On the other hand (there's always an 
"on the other hand" in the bi-co commu- 
nity, hmm?), I can completely under- 
stand the frustration of being honest and 
being punished, whereas you could lie 
and get P.E. credit. 
Ultimately, this just reflects what an 
unusual community we live in— one in 
which honesty is just expected, not re- 
warded. Furthermore, this reflects the 
extraordinary lack of honesty that we 
must be used to in "the real world," to 
expect special treatment for being truth- 
ful at Bryn Mawr. 
I'm going to have to end with a Billy 
Joel quote: 
"Honesty is such a lonely word 
everyone is so untrue 
honesty is hardly ever heard 
but mostly what I need from you." 
Maybe we'd have fewer seniors with 
five outstanding gym credits if we had a 
self-paced truth-telling class.... 
personals 
M.S. and C.H.G.: 
Go gyrls! Put your thing down! It's your birthday! 
Get busy! 
A.H. 
S.A.K.— 
Asalam Alakim! You are the cutest. 
ACH 
N.E.A.— time to put the horses out to graze; their time has 
come and gone. Let's boldly go where no one has 
gone before, and hope we return to tell the tale. APJ 
I.H., Mais Oui! Tu es belle, comme une vache. 
A.H. 
J.W.— 
Can we give you a private concert?   U2 
M.O. 
Long live the den of Mothra! 
A.H. 
Dykes To Watch Out For 
30th Annual 
BENEFIT FOR BRYN MAWR 
COLLEGE REGIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS 
Matching grant: Atochem Foundation 
Thursday, December 3,1992 
Campus Center 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
For sale, reasonably priced: mineral bead necklaces, 
earrings, pendants, chains, pet rocks 
Jewelry designed and made by Juliet C. Reed. 
Exhibit, 2nd Floor Hall Case 19 
Geology Dept, Science Center 
For information: 
Juliet C. Reed (BMC, MA'90), Associate Curator 
Geology Department, Rm. 157 
688-6180, evenings 
Applications for: 
PARTNERS IN THE COMMUNITY 
still being accepted. 
If you arc interested in working with Philadelphia organi- 
zations committed to social change and to ending racism, sexism, 
anti-semitism, homophobia, and economic injustice and poverty, 
you may still apply. There are some slots still available. Please 
call Joyce Miller or Catherine Hcymsfeld SOON at x5368. or 
Catherine at home at 735-3138. 
Descriptions of the partner organizations have been 
posted on the bulletin board near the Office of Institutional 
Diversity (and Dean balthazar) on the second floor of Tbylor. 
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Issues of Dive r s i 
Curriculum Committeee Student head 
addresses complexity of curricular reform 
By Eliza Stefaniw 
The word "diversity" has been used by 
many different groupson campus in thethree 
years I have been here. It often has the power 
to motivate students and faculty to bring 
about change,but what exactlyisthischange? 
In my role as student head of the curricu- 
lum committee, I am primarily concerned 
with academic and curricular diversity. This 
is also an area that I, as a person and a 
student, consider to be important. Within 
this manifestation of "diversity" (or lack 
thereof) in my life, there exist a large and 
often bewildering number of proposals. These 
proposals are all useful ideas in the discus- 
sion, allowing for the possibilities of "diver- 
sity" to be more fully realized. But until I 
looked into my own perception of "diver- 
sity", I could not set goals for myself or par- 
ticipate actively in the discussion. 
In many ways the liberal arts education is 
by definition a diverse one. A student looks 
into many different disciplines at several 
levels. This is diverse, in that different sub- 
jects and styles of teaching are experienced 
and mastered. A liberal arts education is, 
theoretically, a universal education, with 
which you can do anything and explore eve- 
rything; it is an enrichment or "rounding 
out" of the whole person. If this is the case, 
then increased diversity is not an urgent need 
at Bryn Ma wr and funds can be used in more 
urgent areas of the budget than curricular 
innovation and diversification. 
So are we receiving a universal education? 
Are a great number of teaching styles both 
available and creatively used in the curricu- 
lum? I feel that, although our faculty are in 
general talented and interesting, we may be 
missing out. This lack is, in part, our own 
fault. Teaching is a socialized skill, a means of 
communication. As such, not only is the pro- 
fessor responsible for the learning going on 
in class, but also the students, with their 
different cultural frames, involved. 
In the primary and secondary education 
system, American students are taught what 
to expect of a teacher. This is not the same 
around the world; for example, teachers may 
be expected to merely be available, rather 
than organized and prepared for class. The 
social context is different. But, as adult stu- 
dents, our expectations are fairly rigid. 
Because the administration places a great 
"[The call for diversityloften 
has the power to motivate 
students and faculty to bring 
about change, but what exactly 
is this change?" 
deal of emphasis on student evaluations of 
teachers in reappointment and tenure, we 
may in fact be unconsciously hurting our- 
selves by homogenizing the faculty that we 
accept. A liberal arts education is in many 
ways one in which we develop the skills 
needed to learn about and experience the 
world around us. It is a well known fact that 
the world we live in is neither homogeneous 
nor particularly accommodating, else why 
the concern with the arcane concept of diver- 
sity? 
In the area of broad subjects and disci- 
plines represented in the curriculum, we are 
more fully in line with my expectations, in 
terms of the diversity of types of ideas in the 
curriculum. There are of course areas which 
are not fully covered. Many of the new inter- 
disciplinary subjects are not represented as 
majors or departments. 
Also, I see two important disciplines whose 
representation in the Bryn Ma wr curriculum 
is negligible; one class every few years, if 
anything. Linguistics and geography are two 
large disciplines that give you a fundemental 
understanding of humanity and its relation- 
ships through language and with its environ- 
ment. These disciplines can help us analyze 
things we doevery day and that other peoples 
do differently; ways to understand diversity. 
The question of uni- 
versality is much 
broaderand therefore 
moredifficulttoanswer. 
Our education is not the 
onlyvariableinwhatwe 
can do; there are mone- 
tary questions, cultural 
questions, problems 
with discrimination, 
both overt and built into 
the structure of society. 
Non-traditional paths rarely lead to tradi- 
tional results. Employers of engineers rarely 
look for courses in art history or Melanesian 
anthropology on your transcript. Our choices 
are constrained. 
But, do the general requirements for the 
undergraduate degree or the major require- 
ments constrain them further? Are we being 
truly educated in a liberal manner, or do 
requirements only serve to make the curricu- 
lum less diverse? I am not talking about why 
"It is a well-known fact 
that the world we live in is 
neither homogeneous nor 
particularly accomodating, 
else why the concern with 
the arcane concept of 
diversity?" 
many people have problems fulfilling re- 
quirements— I am looking into the effects of 
the requirements on thequalityand diversity 
of a Bryn Mawr education. 
The real educational effects of Bryn Ma wr's 
system of requirements is 
hard to gauge. Ibelieve they 
often make students take 
courses  in   departments 
they never would  have. 
These courses must be at a 
relatively low level (100s 
or 200s) and are frequently 
larger   introductory  or 
"fun" courses. They can be 
taken pass/fail and, for 
most people with whom I 
have spoken, are low priority. This does not 
seem like an ideal educational situation to 
me. 
On the other hand, I majored in a depart- 
ment in which I had only planned to fill a 
divisional requirement. The major require- 
ments, generally, are better received by stu- 
dents. Few people purposely neglect courses 
in their major. But this may be because higher 
academic standards are set within the major 
see Student Head on page 5 
Free expression for credit: 
a different approach 
By Emily Bass 
Here's another spin on diversity, one which 
we can actually do something about while 
waiting for a curricular change. It has to do 
with creativity— diversity of ideas, ap- 
proaches, aesthetics. It is another elusive focus 
for the expansion of Bryn Ma wr's resources 
and class offerings, as well as an issue which 
rests very much in the hands of the women in 
this community. 
One of the consequences of life in a rigour- 
ous academic environment is that, in many 
cases, the only way people find time to write 
or to paint is by taking classes which force 
them to make time for these things. Free 
expression for credit. Then there's the worry 
that these are not "real" classes, that nagging 
concern which leads to backbreaking sched- 
ules of all "real" classes which leave us no 
time to sleep, let alone develop independ- 
ently of our books. 
However, this is not a call for less home- 
work, or for having sanctioned time for indi- 
vidual artistic pursuit (although both would 
be nice). It is about changes we can probably 
make without even consulting the Curricu- 
lum Committee. It's about academic creativ- 
ity. 
Even if a diversity requirement were to be 
instituted, the classes would presumably run 
in the traditional lecture/discussion/ I-did- 
not-do-the-reading-so-I-won't-talk style. 
Maybe I have taken the wrong classes up 
until now, but it seems that what is missing is 
people being outrageous, class discussions 
where we bring our own creativity to bear on 
the material. 
Oddly enough, it sometimes seems that 
the pressure to assimilate information and to 
synthesize it in a manner true to the liberal 
arts ideal is holding us back from saying 
things which may be wrong which may 
challenge a professor, or which may be pure, 
personal speculation. It is preventing us from 
writing papers which do not follow standard 
essay form. 
At a recent Student Curriculum Commit- 
tee meeting, we discussed an issue I remem- 
ber from my first year English class. Students 
were concerned that a focus on a fluid, less 
thesis-oriented approach was leaving them 
ill-prepared for future college writing. In this 
case, the professor suggested an alternative 
approach. As students, we can also be sug- 
gesting and exploring new language and 
styles in our writing and challenging profes- 
sors to work with us on them. 
One does not have to be a proponent of the 
specific female voice to recognize that there is 
more than one way to explore ideas cogently, 
and the most important thing we can gradu- 
ate with is a sense of our individual voices. 
This goes for class discussion as 
well.Thegoldenruleof not using 
first person in writing makes 
it easy to forget that per- 
sonal reaction can also 
be a valid part of 
critical  thinking. 
Both  individual 
opinion    and 
reasoned  ob- 
servation 
make for in- 
teresting 
dialogue in 
class, and 
the two do 
not have 
to  coin-  j 
cide. 
Back   I 
to the ar- 
tistic crea- 
tivity ques- 
tion.        It 
would     be 
great  to  see 
more time for 
people to work 
on things which 
interest them spe- 
cifically and non- 
academically.  And 
more community rec- 
ognition of the talents 
people have that do not fit 
into classrooms. Again, the 
Curriculum Committee need not 
be consulted. What if we just produce a 
see Free expression for credit on page 5 
The politici 
Byanupama jain 
The word "diversity" is a ubiquitous one 
on this campus— much like pluralism, racial 
harmony, and feminist ideals. All of these 
terms are guidelines for the perfect world we 
want to create within the [invisible) walls 
surrounding Bryn Mawr College. It is past 
time that we stop scattering the words to the 
four winds, at every dinner conversation and 
on the blue bus, and actually start living the 
dogma. 
Sometimes I feel that, before any of us 
actually got here, someone wrote the script 
and provided the publicity photos (see any 
BMC prospectus), and ever since then we 
have been trying to play the parts for which 
we have been cast— by faculty, by adminis- 
trators, and by all those quotes of a Ma wrter' s 
overwhelming intellect and love of learning, 
etc, etc. And we have never stopped to dis- 
claim the miscasting or demand that we 
choose our own script. 
If you wonder what has brought on this 
spate of disillusionment and weariness, talk 
to almost any upperclasswoman that you 
meet. It is true I would never exchange my 
Bryn Mawr experience for any other; while 
here, I feel that I have developed a special 
sensitivity to many issues and have really 
learned to express myself. 
But I also think that many of the women 
here, often including myself, have narrowed 
their focus to a very particular band of ideas, 
attitudes, and political stances; on a campus 
teem- 
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il paradox of diversity 
ing with diversity, it is incredible that we so 
rarely see people genuinely challenging one 
nother and taking pleasure in and enjoy- 
ment from that diversity. When I say that 
Bryn Mawr is a diverse place, I am talking 
about the many different races, cultures, and 
types" found here: while no one can hon- 
tly claim that this is a perfect 'melting pot', 
I'd like to see how many other places natu- 
rally incorporate so many different variables. 
If these variables wereexplored and shared, 
think we would have one of the most excit- 
ing and valuable academic experiences avail- 
able anywhere; we'd hear everyone debating 
issues of racism on their way to class instead 
of discussing how many papers they each 
"It is past time that we stop 
scattering [buzz] words at 
every dinner conversation and 
on the blue bus, and actually 
start living the dogma." 
had to write. Too often, the debates on issues 
are left to a forum of fifteen people in the 
campus center. Rather than 600-700 people 
showing up for Live', and only a handful for 
an international, political musician [i.e. Fred 
Ho], we'd have students busting down the 
door for any opportunity to learn about 
something new and different, not just main- 
stream American culture. 
Instead, we have people concealing their 
differences, encouraging one another to adopt 
certain outward attitudes that don't attract 
negative attention— PC'ism at its worst! It 
disturbs me intensely that women on 
this campus don't feel free to ex- 
press opinions not endorsed 
by the majority. It angers 
and saddens me that all 
year I have heard hor- 
ror stories of inter- 
national students 
being mocked 
and ridi- 
culed for 
their 
'unAmeri- 
can' tra- 
ditions 
and be- 
liefs. 
When I spoke with someone about writing 
forthiscenterspread, I was interested in seeing 
how the campus would respond (if at all) to 
Republican sentiments from a Mawrter. We 
all know that a preponderance of Democrats 
exist here and that they are very vocal in their 
political leanings; proof, if any were needed, 
was provided at the Election Night festivities 
in Erdman. Thecheers forClinton-Gore were 
deafening, and the chant "...hey, hey, Goo- 
dbye", cheerfully shouted at Bush upon de- 
feat, was taken up from every corner of the 
dining hall. 
But what about the Republicans, I kept 
wondering? My own chance to find out what 
it means to hold such a political view, to have 
actively supported Bush-Quayle in a place 
where that was anathema to most, slipped 
by. The woman who had seemed eager and 
excited to be able to outline her own unheard 
ideology decided not to write. Her change of 
heart was summed up by, "Why make ene- 
mies?" 
Her certainty that her largely unshared 
beliefs would not be well received by stu- 
dents was the first thing that we all need to 
analyze and understand. Would students 
really attack her and criticize not her opin- 
ions, but her as a human being, as a woman? 
It seems that they have done so and would do 
so again. 
Secondly, is there no support for 'margi- 
nalized' groups within the greater commu- 
nity? Yes, there are organizations for most of 
them: groups have sprouted up to address 
issues of homosexuals, bisexual, African- 
Americans, Asian-Americans, Hispanic- 
Americans, International Students, children 
of Bi-racial couples...ad nauseam. But while 
there is support, caring and understanding 
for members of these groups within the 
groups, between and among groups there is 
generally a great deal of suspicion, misun- 
derstanding, and divisiveness. 
The fact that this woman did not feel able 
and ready to put herself on the line, that the 
threat of harsh criticism and a lack of readi- 
ness to listen to her with open minds and 
hearts outweighed the opportunity to reach 
out to others and encourage a dialogue, is a 
disheartening statement on the state of af- 
fairs at Bryn Mawr. 
Free expression for credit 
continued from page 4 
lot, and share what we've got, and insist on 
supporting art openings and readings and 
performances not only when they are what 
we do, but because they are there. 
Finally, an interesting proposal is outlined 
in the Student Curriculum Committee min- 
utes from November 2. These minutes should 
be posted in the dorms, and if they are not, 
find your CC rep and ask her, but please read 
it. 
The general idea is to implement a 400 
level class option which would allow a stu- 
dent to design and teach her own course for 
credit. The proposal is modelled on a pro- 
gram at UC Berkeley, and was brought to our 
attention by a Mawrtyr who spent a year 
there and taught her own class as part of this 
program. 
There are plenty of women on this campus 
with fascinating perspectives and interests. 
This program would be one way for us to 
tackle the diversity issue head-on, with a va- 
riety of interpretations. It would also be a 
way of fusing academics with personal crea- 
tivity. 
There is a proposal on its way to the faculty 
and administration, but like everything else, 
this won't fly without student support and 
interest. The Curriculum Committee meet- 
ings happen every two weeks; they are open 
and area good way of finding out more. This 
is not the first time I have caught myself 
thinking, "wouldn't it be great if...." Maybe 
this time something will happen. You never 
know. 
The political paradox of diver- 
sity at Bryn Mawr, continued 
Silenced and oppressed for fear of renun- 
ciation, and u n mot i va ted to fight back against 
our peer oppressors— is that how we wish to 
view ourselves? I hope not. I believe that 
most Mawrters honestly want to encourage 
'diversity' and at least profess to want to 
embrace unfamiliar attitudes and lifestyles, 
but we all need to actively practice what we 
theorizeabout,sothatdiversityismuchmore 
than just another token word of change.    
Student-run courses 
proposed at BMC 
continued from page 1 
of students, the institutional bureaucracy 
has been infiltrated and students may receive 
credit for taking a course designed and facili- 
tated by a fellow student. 
Those who initiate classes are a motley 
bunch— film theorists/majors, performance 
artists, environmentalists, biologists, poets, 
ethnic studies majors, community activists— 
all creating syllabi and reading lists, locating 
a faculty sponsor, with whom they negotiate 
grading policies and credit hours, and initiat- 
ing dialogue with the student body about the 
needs they are addressing. 
Separate and autonomous from the stu- 
dent government, the student-run organiza- 
tional body of Democratic Education (or De- 
Cal) publishes these courses in their own 
course guide, distributes them before regis- 
tration around the campus, and provides a 
facilitation workshop for the "facilitators" 
during the semester, providing a forum for a 
sharing of insights and problems amongst 
facilitators. I was such a facilitator. And I 
want you to be one as well. 
We have the strength of women to move 
us. We have the imagination of many genera- 
tions. Let's move. The curriculum committee 
needs to hear from those who believe in 
students empowering each other, who be- 
lieve in their own ability to contribute to the 
world, and who believe that student-devel- 
oped courses at Bryn Mawr need to have the 
opportunity to blossom. We can seize the 
time, and take it into the classroom. We need 
many voices, though, to take it into Taylor. 
Student head sheds light 
on academic complexities 
continued from page 4 
and people expect to declare a major at any 
college. 
In addition, people with broader or more 
interdisciplinary interests have considerable 
problems finding an acceptable major and 
Come, shop and be "perfectly normal" with 
your girlfriend, real or stunt! 
December 5,1992— 
Plymouth Meeting Mall 
7:00 p.m. 
Transportation may be available. 
Call Kateri @ x7559 for more 
information and details. 
often double major or design their own. This 
trend is one that detracts from the educa- 
tional value of the major for some people and 
makes me question its use in terms of diver- 
sity. The issue of requirements with respect 
to diversity is complex. I do not have any 
answers or solutions, but I hope that it is 
something you will think and talk about. 
Diversity is a popular issue right now, but 
its complexity, even in the smaller area of the 
curriculum, is often overlooked. Think about 
it, talk about it, and decide what it means to 
you. Get involved and make something 
change in your own education or some big- 
ger area. 
Disclaimer:There are many other issues of diver- 
sity to be addressed, both in and out of the curricu- 
lum. I largely neglected race, because others have 
so much to say and I want to listen. 
Author's note:The next meeting 
of the student curriculum com- 
mittee is Monday, 30 November 
at 10:30 in the Campus Center 
210. If you have any comments or 
questions, write me at C-317 or 
leave a message, 526-2293. 
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT c 
The good, the bad, and 
the skewed:Tfoe Fever 
By Alessandn Djurklou 
It's Friday night and I've come to see 
"The Fever." I am sitting in a folding 
chair, sandwiched in more intimately 
between other audience members than is 
to my liking in the top row of a structure 
built on the proscenium of the Good hart 
stage. A thin, steel tube behind me forms 
a barrier between me and certain death 
at thirty feet. 
I try to shift my weight as gingerly as 
I can without elbowing my neighbor in 
the nostril, or leaning back and having 
my chair tumble into the pit of hell (or 
rather, the orchestra pit). So I am some- 
what uneasy at the prospect of spending 
an hour and a half perched in this fash- 
ion, with no hopes of discreet escape. 
But I really 
didn't need to be. 
To my surprise I 
found   that,  for 
once, the text of the play was something 
that actually made my sluggish, mass- 
media-fed brain stir. And no white-face. 
No sudden bells. No cryptic messages 
coming down from the heavens. No 
monotone voices. 
The set is surprisingly stark. The back- 
drop remindsmeof bathroom tiles, which 
I later connect to the idea that this piece 
is actually a ninety minute monologue 
by one person (though here split up into 
nine parts) lying on a bathroom floor (or 
maybe not, I've learned not to make 
assumptions). But wait, there is an an- 
drogynous figure (Katherine Jackson) 
lying on something that looks like a tile 
floor, her head resting on a bathmat. 
The text, as I said before, is surpris- 
ingly linear, and the music that is played 
in parts emphasize it nicely. And the 
ideas are interesting. Still, it reminded 
me of an Obsession commercial (there 
goes the average theater-goer again). 
The movement was stiff, contrived, 
and frankly, annoying. People wearing 
brown paper bags on their feet as they 
walked. Climbing up metal staircases. 
Doing traffic signals together (at least, 
that's what I thought they were). Just 
stage business, it seemed, to divert the 
audience. Personally, I liked the image of 
the figure just lying on the bathmat best. 
But one cannot, I suppose, have a ninety 
minute monologue with just a person 
lying on a bathmat. Especially a nine- 
person monologue. 
As far as the performers are concerned, 
there were the usual regulars which Mark 
Lord   always 
Still, it reminded me of an Obses-   has   in   his 
sion commercial..." P'3?8' doin8 
their usual 
thing, no change there. The manic arro- 
gance. The arrogant mania. Plus many 
fresh faces, some which made an impres- 
sion and others which didn't. There is 
always a distinct anonymity in the per- 
formers in Lord's plays, and a certain 
sameness. And the program was no help 
either. Yet I thought they came together 
very well, their tempo was good, each 
contribution no better or worse than the 
other. 
Frankly, I don't really know what to 
make of this latest piece de resistance. It 
was worth seeing. And it did provide me 
with some thoughts to chew on after- 
wards. Perhaps this sums it upbest. After 
a while, I stopped watching and just 
listened, leaned back in my chair and 
forgot about the lurking depths beneath 
me. 
Reading Terminal Market: the 
tastes, the sights &the history 
By Yuko Nakaniwa 
If you love food or if you simply enjoy 
watching people, you'll love the Reading 
Terminal Market!! Reading Terminal 
Market, founded in 1893, is a traditional 
stall market with approximately 80 
merchants from a wide variety of ethnic 
backgrounds. You can find anything from 
produce, meat, fish and groceries to some 
prepared and served foods such as 
lunches and catered meals. A few mer- 
chants offer flowers, handcrafts, books 
and other goods. The market is particu- 
larly renowned for its Pennsylvania 
Dutch (Amish and Mennonite) farmers 
and merchants, who bring fresh meats 
and produce from thesurroundingcoun- 
tryside each morning. 
Try the freshly baked soft pretzels from 
the Dutch section of the market or a 
Peking Duck lunch from Sang Kee's and 
you'll be addicted to the Reading Termi- 
nal Market. If you're the seafood type, 
headovertoPearl'sOysterBarandifyou 
are a meat lover, try the Rib Stand or 
Olivieri's Prince of Steaks. Whatever your 
tastes, you won't be able to resist Deli- 
lah's southern food or a simple salad and 
sandwich at the Sandwich Stand. And of 
course, you'll have just as many choices 
for dessert. Ice cream from Bassett's? 
Cookies from the Famous 4th St. Cookie? 
Or Italian Pastries from Termini Broth- 
ers? The bottom line is...you'll find the 
world under one roof! Pick and choose 
your favorites and enjoy them at the 
market or at home. 
Farmers' markets are as old as Phila- 
delphia itself. In 1693, merchants sold 
their wares down by the Delaware River. 
Later the markets moved to an arcade in 
the center of what was High Street (now 
Market Street). These markets moved 
further west as the city developed and 
eventually stopped, in the nineteenth 
century, on the north side of Market Street 
between 11th and 12th Streets. They were 
called Franklin and Farmers' Markets. 
When the Reading Railroad was look- 
ing for a site for the proposed Reading 
Terminal complex, they offered to build 
a new indoor market facility within the 
train complex. It became the center of 
food distribution for the city. The market 
began to decline, but the lunch merchants 
who were introduced in the 1980's helped 
stimulate new business. In 1985, the new 
Market East Station opened and trains 
no longer rolled in and out of the Read- 
ing Terminal. 
Now that you know about the history 
as well as the great food you can get at the 
Reading Terminal Market, so why not 
spend your time there this coming week- 
end? 
Directions from Bryn Mawr: Take the R5 to 
Market East Gallery and the Market is be- 
tween 12th and 13th Streets, between Arch 
and Filber Streets. 
HorrorSCOpeS        by Nina Karp 
Scorpio (October 24-November 22) 
Morning, sunshine. I mean it; maybe it's 
time to take that towel down from over 
your window. Maybe it's time to start 
waking up more than minutes before 
your first class. Maybe it's time to start 
eating breakfast, spending time in the 
sunlight, exercising. Maybe the four food 
groups have something to offer you. 
Maybe you should start going to bed 
before 3 a.m. 
...Nahhh. 
Sagittarius (November 23-December 21) 
My 20-sided die says that now is a bad 
ti me for you to be contemplating a change 
of hair color. You may think that it'd look 
cute, but you'll regret it bigtime. Ditto for 
tattoos and body piercings. You're just 
not ready for that kind of permanent 
commitment. Stick with henna, ballpoint 
pens and clip-ons for a while. 
Capricorn (December 22-Januaty 19) 
So, been feeling stressed and pressured 
lately? Feeling like the world is slowly 
closing in around you? Feeling as if your 
brain is not your own, as if it's gradually 
being taken over by aliens from the planet 
ZZrick? It's okay. You're just at Bryn 
Mawr. Someday you'll be really, really 
glad you did all this, and so will your 
therapist. Sit back, relax and avoid mush- 
rooms. 
Aquarius (January 20-February 19) 
The person whom you've suspected has 
been making fun of you for a while really 
isn't. Her sense of humor isn't that so- 
phisticated. If she really wanted to make 
fun of you, she'd leave a pile of ripe 
cantaloupes and rubber ferrets outside 
your door. If she really wanted to make 
fun of you, she'd glue those flexible thin 
magnets on the inside of your disk box. If 
she really wanted to make fun of you 
she'd put Cheez Whiz where your bottle 
of mousse used to be. Luckily, she just 
thinks you're kind of cute. 
Pisces (February 20-March 20) 
Now is a good time to do your mending. 
Clean your room, burn a little incense, 
listen to some Mozart. Change your 
sheets and do your laundry. Sit down 
with a book you haven't read for a long 
time. Put your house in order; it won't 
get your paper done, but you'll be so 
much the nicer for it. 
Aries (March 21-April 20) 
This is not a test. Do not adjust your 
television set. It's your eyes that need a 
bit of adjusting. Your vertical hold is a bit 
shaky, and your tint is decidedly off- 
kilter. You're also suffering from an acute 
imbalanceof treble and bass. You need to 
be equalized; do something about it as 
soon as possible before everyone around 
you gets a headache. 
Taurus (April 21-May 20) 
If a large man dressed in black leather 
and mirrored sun glasses approaches you 
and says "Come with me if you want to 
live," be very, very suspicious. Even if he 
offers you a movie contract. Demand to 
see his source code first. 
Gemini (May 21-June 21) 
A very wise aged woman has predicted 
that you're going to freeze your butt off 
this month. Just 'cause you're a hothouse 
flower, though, is no reason to sit home 
and shiver. Get some long undies and 
tough it out. It'll bring a bloom into your 
cheeks, as well as a nasty cough to your 
chest. This cough will gamer you much 
sympathy and at least two extensions. 
Milk it for all it's worth. 
Cancer (June 22-July 23) 
Ground yourself well; this a bad month 
to discharge your static upon those you 
love. Electricity is definitely in the air; do 
something about it or don't. Things are 
spiraling into a close, but you can be 
relatively calm at the center of it all if you 
only know where you are. Use fabric 
softener and don't shuffle across carpets 
when you're wearing your bunny slip- 
pers. 
Leo (July 24-August 23) 
Being a Bryn Mawr student, you are 
considerably more intelligent than the 
Ravenous Bugblatter Beast of Traal. 
Therefore, I'm sure that you are fully 
aware that, just because you can't see 
your work, doesn't mean that your work 
can't see you. Get your head out from 
under that towel and everybody will 
forgive you. 
Virgo (August 24-September 23) 
My 12-sided die says that this is going to 
be the best month you've had for a while. 
This is, unfortunately, contradicted by 
my Magic 8-ball which says that things 
are gonna be pretty stinky for the next 
few weeks. I'm leaving them together for 
a while to slug it out, and I'll let you 
know as soon as I figure out who the 
winner is. 
Libra (September 24-October 23) 
Falling apart can be a wonderful experi- 
ence. Relax and try not to worry that 
your life is fragmenting and that pieces 
of your brain are spinning into space. It's 
a unique sensation, you've got to admit, 
and not entirely unenjoyable. The fun 
part is getting to gather yourself back up 
again, putting the pieces back together. 
Ducco cement is a bad idea, but glue 
sticks and egg whites are useful. Make 
yourself a tarot deck. Crayons and finger 
paints are a good start. 
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DATES WOMEN MAKE 
Tuesday, December 1 
Art in Mourning. Collection of museum pieces to 
commemorate the shared loss due to AIDS. Johnson 
Galleries, First Floor, Philadelphia Museum of Art. 
Until January 31 st. Call 763-8100 for more information. 
Wednesday, DecemtyerJl 
Spain: Around the World. Movie, Music and Danc- 
ing. Philadelphia Museum of Art. 6pm. Call 763-8100 
for more information. 
Thursday, December 3 
PIPPIN. Broadway South performance. 8pm, 
Goodhart Hall, Bryn Mawr College. 
Traditional Jewish and Muslim Stories. 9pm, 
Rockefeller Living Room, Bryn Mawr College. 
Friday, December 4 
PIPPIN. Broadway South performance. 8pm, 
Goodhart Hall, Bryn Mawr College. 
Saturday, December 5 
PIPPIN. Broadway South performance. 8pm, 
Goodhart Hall, Bryn Mawr College. 
Dancing. Philadelphia Museum of Art. 6pm. Call 763- 
8100 for more information. 
Sunday, December 13 
The New York Camerata. New and traditional 
chamber music performance. Van Pelt Auditorium, 
Philadelphia Museum of Art. 2:30 pm. Call 763-8100 
for more information. 
Wednesday, December 16 
Holidays around the World. Movie, Music and 
Dancing. Philadelphia Museum of Art. 6:00pm. Call 
763-8100 for more information. 
Pennsylvania Ballet performs The Nutcracker (100th 
Anniversary). Academy of Music. Daily until Decem- 
ber 31. Showsatl2pm, 1pm, 2pm, 3pm, 4pm, 7pm and 
8pm, depending on day. Call 893-1999 for more infor- 
mation. 
Saturday, December 19 
Beauty and Violence: Prints by Yoshitoshi (1839- 
1892). Berman and Stieglitz Galleries, Ground Floor, 
Philadelphia Museum of Art. Until February 14th. Call 
763-8100 for more information. 
Chamber Singers Concert. 8pm, Marshall Audito-   On going... 
rium, Haverford College. 
Sunday, December 6 
Chamber Singers Concert. 3pm, Thomas Great Hall, 
Bryn Mawr College. 
Wednesday, December 9 
Holland: Around the World. Movie, Music and 
Eye's Gallery, 402 South Street, Philadelphia. Call 
925-0193. 
Soil and Sky: Mel Chin. Exhibit of works by New 
York sculptor and installation artist. List Gallery, 
Lang Arts Center, Swarthmore College. Call 328-8116. 
Martin Puryear. Works of American sculptor on 
display. Dorrance Galler- 
ies, First Floor, Philadel- 
phia Museum of Art. Un- 
til January 3rd. Call 763- 
8100 for more information. 
Myra Reichel, a 
McBride Scholar in the 
Growth and Structure 
of Cities program, is an 
established artist in 
the field of tapestry 
weaving. 
Her art-work will be 
on exhibit from 
November 30th until 
December 13th in the 
Centennial Campus 
Campus Center 
Gallery. There will be 
an opening reception 
on) Friday, December 4, 
dm 4.30pm to 7pm. 
Japanese Art. Recent 
acquisitions on display. 
Japanese Galleries, Second 
Floor, Philadelphia Mu- 
seum of Art. Until July. Call 
763-8100 for more infor- 
mation. 
Every Wednesday 
Make It A Night! Se- 
lected Center City stores 
open late. Sidewalk musi- 
cians, store discounts, free 
parking, train fare only $1! 
—Compiled by Christine 
Hufschmid 
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